
 
 

LOS ANGELES RAMS USHER IN A NEW ERA WITH BRAND REFRESH 

INSPIRED BY THE ENERGY AND CULTURE OF LOS ANGELES 
 

 Rams Proudly Unveil New Team Logos and Colors  
 

RamsNewLook.com to Provide Fans an In-Depth Look 
 
The Los Angeles Rams are debuting new team logos and colors, celebrating the dynamic culture 
of Los Angeles as well as the history of the team’s identity. The Rams are unveiling two distinct 
logos with an identical Rams horn at the heart of both - a vibrant ‘L.A.’ monogram designed with 
an intertwined horn; and, a modern take on the iconic ‘Rams Head.’  In addition, the Rams will 
introduce their new color palette, an evolution of the famed blue and yellow heralded by fans for 
decades.  The new look affirms the team’s commitment to respecting the past, while representing 
the future.  
 
“As we set out to create a new look and feel for our brand, we aspire to convey a story paying 
homage to our deep roots in Los Angeles, and speaking to the breathtaking spirit and diversity of 
our city,” said Los Angeles Rams COO Kevin Demoff.  “From the beginning of this process, our 
fans have been vocal that the two most important parts of our brand are the horns and the blue 
and yellow colors.  We are excited to introduce a new look that delivers on those elements, but in 
a sleek, modern way complementing our new home at SoFi Stadium and the next chapter for our 
team.” 
 
The Rams’ new ‘L.A.’ monogram reflects the energy of Los Angeles, and the team’s continued 
devotion to the city and its community.  The letters are italicized forward, mirroring the connected, 
progressive nature of both LA and the Rams organization.  The new ‘Rams Head’ logo is a 
dynamic and innovative take on the team’s celebrated symbol.  The shape of the ram horn that 
connects both logos mimics the spiral of a football and the crest of a wave in the ocean, the same 
design drivers that influenced SoFi Stadium. 
 
Breaking barriers in the NFL, the designs offer forward-thinking takes on the team’s iconic colors 
with a new, vibrant blue called Rams Royal and a fresh, brighter yellow representative of the LA 
sun known as Sol. Rams Royal is the first instance of this shade blue within the NFL.  On the 
horn, the white transitions into yellow as a way to pay homage to the evolution of the color of the 
horns that have historically adorned the Rams’ helmets.  This gradient not only creates the 
appearance of depth and angles, but also is the first time this technique is used within the NFL.  
 
From every curve to shadow to color, each element was created with intent and embodies the 
evolution of the team. The logos were designed with a modular approach, showcasing a 
consistent identity and allowing each to be used independently or together. The Rams teamed 
with Nike Graphic Identity Group, the National Football League and global agency Anomaly for a 

http://www.ramsnewlook.com/


new approach to team brand building that resulted in a brand identity which embraces, celebrates, 
and mirrors their LA home. 
 
Fans may check out RamsNewLook.com for an in-depth look at the Los Angeles Rams’ new 
brand.  As the Rams kick off an exciting new journey with a look embodying both the LA of 
today and tomorrow, the new look will provide a tease into the new Rams uniforms which will be 
unveiled in spring of 2020. For more information, please visit www.therams.com and follow the 
Rams on Instagram, Facebook and Twitter @RamsNFL. 
 
The Rams’ New Logos Available Here For Download 
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